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Ardolino's evidence leaves little question that the play does use imagery
that harks back to biblical prophecy. In this connection, it would be difficult
to deny that earlier dramas such as John Foxe's Christus Triumphans (r556),
which was apocalyptic in both form and content, had an influence on later
Elizabethan playwrights, including Kyd. Yet readers are likely to remain
skeptical about many of the particular links posited here. When Isabella
chops down the pine from which her son was hanged, are we really to see a
reference to Daniel 4, in which King Nebuchadnezzar tells of a dream about
the hewing down and destruction of an enormous tree? And when Hieronimo
agrees with Bel-imperia to keep their revenge plan secret until it is carried out,
are we really to see an apocalyptic pattern of secrecy/revelation? Maybe. But
then again, maybe not.
In Part Two, Ardolino makes provocative cases for Kyd's literary debts to
earlier Senecan revenge plays, Protestant prophetic epics such as d'Aubigne's
Les Tragiques, as well as poetry and drama inspired explicitly by the Armada.
But when he moves on to make countless detailed connections between
The Spanish Tragedy and historical events, we may again hesitate to follow.
Does the evil figure of Lorenzo call to mind the Catholic and "Machiavellian" Lorenzo the Magnificent? Do the "playlets" within the larger
play refer back to the sort of French royal fete that set the stage for the
St. Bartholomew's Day massacre? Are we really to associate Bel-imperia,
who after all kills herself, with the triumphant Qyeen Elizabeth, or Hieronimo
with Lord Howard, commander of the English fleet?
Ardolino thinks that contemporaneous audiences probably failed to pick
up on many of these allusions, which like all apocalyptic mysteries were
reserved for the initiated. The tough-minded will see an overeager imagination at work in much of what he says. More likely, to this reviewer, Ardolino
has dug up a host of images and associations that functioned most powerfully
on an unconscious level, not only for the English Protestant audiences who
saw plays like The Spanish Tragedy, but also for Kyd himself.
Robin B. Barnes
Davidson College, Davidson, N .C.
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In the introduction to his illuminating and erudite work, Virgil in
Medieval England: Figuring the Aeneid from the Twelfth Century to Chaucer,
Christopher Baswell announces that his volume "is a book about books,
about manuscripts of Virgil and particularly their margins as a crucial site of
cultural contest and cultural recreation ... about vernacular retellings of the
Aeneid . .. [in] the high and later Middle Ages in Anglo-Norman and English culture" (1). Baswell identifies three dominant visions of the Aeneid in
the Middle Ages: pedagogical, allegorical, and romance. Six chapters then
chart the interactions of various medieval readers with the Aeneid and the
production of new medieval versions, presenting an array of differing voices
in this Virgilian pastiche. The first four chapters focus on the Virgilian manuscript tradition, the last two chapters on the Roman d'Eneas and Chaucer. As
with most works surveying a historical tradition, this book lacks a bit of connective tissue between its individual parts.
Chapter 1 traces the textual, oral, and visual modes of access to Virgil in
medieval England, especially through "textual contact, knowledge offtorilegia,
classroom lecture, illustration, vernacular translation, and popular legend" (15).
Baswell furthermore highlights the competition between differing accounts,
particularly fostered by the pseudo-histories of Dares and Dictys. In chapter 2,
Baswell examines the pedagogical exegesis of Virgil in the representative
twelfth-century English school manuscript Oxford, All Souls College 82, "a
compendium of spurious and related works which appear in medieval English
Virgils" (42). He concludes that its readers were probably young clerks
acquiring grammatical training, and he navigates through four different layers
of commentary found in that manuscript.
Spiritual allegory and platonizing cosmology occupy the center of chapter 3, as it explores readership concerns expressed in Cambridge, Peterhouse
College 158. This canvassing of Virgilian allegoresis leads Baswell to the significant deduction that Boethius's Consolation is linguistically indebted to Virgil.
Chapter 4, however, draws a distinction between platonizing and moralizing
exegesis in its analysis of London, BL Additional 27304. Since with the
opening of the universities medieval audiences changed, moralizing exegesisreplacing platonizing exegesis-starts to compare "classical heroes and gods
with Christ, Mary, and God the Father" (138) and prescribes models for lay
spirituality.
Feminist critics and readers might particularly enjoy the excellent analysis of the Roman d'Eneas that Baswell provides in chapter 5. The author
examines the erotic episodes of the Roman in their political and narrative
context, showing how Eneas deserts Dido to return to military action and
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eventually claims Lavine. His actions delineate hierarchical "patriarchal
dominion, lineage, and logic" (218) that metaphorically justify the Norman
Conquest of England with Eneas's possession of Lavine. The last chapter,
then, culminates in Baswell's stylization of Chaucer as a reader and writer of
Virgil. The first part focuses on Chaucer's Virgilianism in the House of Fame,
in which Baswell discovers the "private crisis of the reader/narrator" (221) in
navigating the many differing versions of the Aeneid now available in England.
The difference between the narrator personas of the House of Fame and the
Legend of Good Women lies in the self-presentation of the poet as reader. In the
House ofFame, the narrator is a "confused, passive, and almost defeated reader"
(222), whereas in the Legend, Baswell claims, Chaucer takes a bold step toward
self-authenticating and self-canonizing on par with the auctores he emulates.
The concluding envoi to the Renaissance gives us a taste of how the
story of Aeneas and Dido fared at the waning of the Middle Ages in
the opposing examples of Caxton's Eneydos and Gavin Douglas's Eneados.
The book concludes with Christine de Pizan's rewriting of Dido and Lavine
in her City of Ladies to "rectify" the male chauvinism of previous versions.
Overall, Baswell excellently dissects the entangled mesh of competing versions of Virgil's Aeneid that existed for the purposes of historical imperialism,
moralizing pedagogy, and antifeminist patriarchy.
Anita Obermeier
Arizona State University

Classen, Albrecht, ed. Eroticism and Love in the Middle Ages. Revised and
expanded 3d edition. American Heritage Custom Publishing Group, New
York, 1995. 500 pp.
This substantial anthology of medieval literature is a welcome and significant addition to the college textbook market, offering examples of love
and eroticism ranging from the sexually explicit Poggio Bracciolini to the
ennobling love poetry of the German Minnesanger to Mechthild of Magdeburg's intimate mystical dialogue of the soul with its Creator. A product of
a course by the same name, this attractively laid-out collection comprises
translations of courtly love texts from medieval Latin, Old French, Occitan,
Middle High German, medieval Italian, and medieval Castilian. Aside from
being nationally stratified, the texts generically represent lyrics, prose letters,
short novellas, anecdotes, lais, romance, and mystical dialogue from the high
to the late Middle Ages.

